The use of THz-band radiation for imaging and spectroscopic applications has been contemporarily designated by the technical and research community to cover the electro-magnetic frequency band between 300GHz-3THz. The emergence of high power, coherent THz radiation sources has, among other applications, enabled molecular spectroscopic interrogation of a frequency band which contains several biochemically-important spectral components, including hydroxide, methanol and water [1].

Two popular approaches of generating THz radiation include frequency up-conversion from microwave frequencies (20-40GHz) and frequency down-conversion from infra-red frequencies (~200THz). Both techniques can generate continuous wave (CW) THz radiation with linewidths between 10kHz and 10MHz, enabling them to be used in atmospheric gas spectroscopy applications [2]. Frequency up-conversion is a mature technology in which microwave sources are harmonically mixed up to the THz band, though it suffers from mixing inefficiency and high power consumption [3]. Frequency down-convertors typically use lasers with multi-THz spectral coverage which are converted down to lower THz frequencies using GaAs photonixers or electro-optic crystals. Quantum cascade lasers (QCL) are commonly used as THz sources as they demonstrate high output powers and can operate free-running with spectral linewidths around tens of kHz [4], or can be injected electrically or optically to achieve Hz linewidths [5, 6]. However, a key drawback of QCLs is they require cryogenic cooling to achieve prolonged high power outputs. There is an ongoing interest in emerging laser sources for THz spectroscopy where important considerations include device power consumption in relation to optical output power, device size and spectral purity. In this letter, the use of a quantum dash (QDash) semiconductor laser as an optical laser source for THz generation through frequency down conversion is promoted. QDash semiconductor mode-locked lasers are a promising technology fit owing to their low power requirements, mm-scale device footprint and monolithic manufacturability [7]. With a spectral full-width half maximum (FWHM) of 1.6THz, passively mode-locked QDash lasers have previously been shown to have an RF beat-tone of ~10MHz at a 1THz spectral mode separation [8]. Here, THz beat-tone coherence measurements of a QDash laser when passively mode-locked and injection mode-locked using both electronic and optical master signals are demonstrated.

The device used in this research is a 42.7GHz quantum dash Fabry-Perot mode locked laser, fabricated at III-V Labs. The structure of this laser has been detailed in a previous publication [9]. A temperature probe, a Peltier cooler, and a microwave V-type connector have been integrated with the QDash semiconductor laser into a butterfly module. Throughout this research the QDash laser was driven by a DC bias current of 100mA and held at a constant temperature of 26°C. Fig. 1 demonstrates the three laser setups used. Fig. 1(a) illustrates the passively mode-locked QDash laser setup. Fig. 1(b) depicts the setup for the electrically mode-locked QDash laser where 4dBm of electrical power from a 42.7GHz RF synthesizer was used to actively lock the laser. Fig. 1(c) shows the mode-locking of the QDash laser through optical injection. Around 1dBm of optical power is injected inside the cavity of the QDash module through an optical circulator. The optical signal is generated using an external cavity laser (ECL) modulated by a Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM) and a 42.7GHz RF synthesizer. Fig. 1(d) shows the optical spectrum generated by the passively mode-locked laser at a DC bias current of 100mA.
The electric field of the QDash laser was measured for the three distinct methods of mode-locking using the stepped heterodyne measurement technique outlined in [10]. The spectral field and temporal field of similar QDash lasers have been presented in prior literature [7, 10], and the device used in this study displayed the characteristic square spectral intensity profile with a bandwidth of ∼1.6THz and possesses a large group delay dispersion of ∼2ps² for all three mode-locking mechanisms. The dispersion profile was characterised using the stepped heterodyne measurements and compensated for using a programmable optical filter (Finisar WaveShaper 1000S). The transform-limited pulse duration, \( \tau \), for the passively, electrically and optically-injected mode-locked QDash laser was 637fs, 636fs and 611fs, respectively.

A comparison between two ultrafast measurement techniques of the stepped heterodyne and an optical sampling oscilloscope (OSO, an EXFO P5O100) under identical launch conditions is demonstrated. Here, the QDash laser is mode-locked using optical injection, the signal is then amplified using an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) to boost the signal for the OSO. Fig. 2 shows the temporal intensity measured by the OSO (red dots) and the stepped heterodyne technique (solid blue line) for the pulsation coming from the QDash laser with ideal dispersion compensation. The inset to Fig. 2 illustrates the detail in the measured pulses. The OSO measures a pulse width of 960fs while the stepped heterodyne measures a more complex pulse shape with a pulse width of 645fs. The 1THz measurement bandwidth of the OSO is insufficient to measure the ultra-fast structure of the compensated pulses from the QDash laser.

To measure the RF linewidth of two adjacent modes a 80GHz-bandwidth bandpass filter, created by the programmable optical filter, was used to filter off two adjacent modes separated by 42.7GHz. Subsequently, the RF beat-tone linewidth of these two modes was measured using a fast photodiode and an electrical spectrum analyzer (ESA). This process was carried out across the entire spectrum when the QDash laser was passively, electrically and optically mode-locked using the setups illustrated in Fig. 1. The passively mode-locked QDash laser gives an RF linewidth of approximately 7kHz. A value of 30Hz was measured for the RF linewidth of adjacent modes of the actively mode-locked QDash laser for both the electrically and optically injected setups. The low value for RF linewidth is attributed to the low phase-noise of the 42.7GHz RF synthesizer used in the actively mode-locked QDash laser setups.

As the RF beat-tone for the non-adjacent modes is too high in frequency to use conventional electrical domain measurement techniques, a method which utilizes optical down-conversion is employed. The setup for this measurement technique is demonstrated in Fig. 3. Initially, a set of non-adjacent modes are filtered off corresponding to a mode separation greater than 42.7GHz. The two modes at these particular frequency spacings are down converted by a degenerate four wave mixing (FWM) wavelength conversion technique to frequency spacings with a mode separation of less than 10GHz. Subsequently, the RF beat-tone linewidth of the two modes can be measured using a 10 GHz photodiode, an RF amplifier and a 10GHz-bandwidth real-time scope [8]. The experiment was carried out for the passively and both actively mode-locked QDash laser setups shown in Fig. 1 for non-adjacent modes out to the 26th harmonic, corresponding to a mode separation of 1.1THz.
Fig. 4. (Color online) Measured RF beat-tone linewidth (red circles) for two spectral modes as a function of increasing spectral mode separation. Passive mode-locking is shown with red circles (solid red line shows theoretical fit). Active mode-locking with an electrical frequency source (blue diamonds) and optical injection (green squares) are also shown. The dashed black line depicts the minimum RF linewidth resolvable with the measurement technique (330kHz).

The RF beat-tone measurements are conveyed in Fig. 4 as a function of the spectral mode separation. The red circles specify the measured RF beat-tone linewidths of the QDash laser for the passive case and follows a trend in agreement with measurements performed on a similar device [8]. A quadratic trend is fitted to measured data, indicated by the solid red line, following theory outlined in [11]. The RF linewidth, $\Delta \omega_{RFm}$, of the $m^{th}$ frequency harmonic of a mode-locked laser is described by,

$$\Delta \omega_{RFm} = \frac{4\pi^2}{M^2} \Delta \omega_m m^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where, $M = \frac{T}{\tau}$ is the ratio of the pulse repetition period, $T$, and the transform-limited pulse width, $\tau$. For the passively mode-locked QDash laser, $M = 37$ spectral modes. $\Delta \omega_m$ is the microwave linewidth factor and is found by regressedly fitting the theory to the data to be 285.7kHz. The regressed fit is shown in Fig. 4 as the solid red line. The theory predicts the RF linewidth of the first harmonic (adjacent spectral modes) to be $\Delta \omega_{RF1} = 8.3$kHz, in good agreement with what is measured using an ESA (7kHz). The fit also found an RF linewidth offset of 330.2kHz in agreement with the measured linewidth resolution limitation of $\sim$330kHz imposed by the FWM-based wavelength convertor, as described in detail in [8]. The measured RF beat-tone linewidths of the QDash laser for the electrically and optically injected mode-locked QDash laser setups are represented by blue diamonds and green squares, respectively. For both the electrically and optically mode-locked cases the RF beat-tone linewidths remains constant out to spectral mode separations out to 1.1THz implying the coherence of widely-spaced spectral modes is significantly better than that of the passively mode-locked laser. Theory predicts that the actively mode-locked lasers should also demonstrate a quadratically-increasing RF beat-tone linewidth with increasing mode separation, however the slope of the quadratic will be dependent on the laser structure and mode-locking mechanism (or the magnitude of the microwave linewidth factor). In this case, the microwave linewidth factor for the actively mode-locked QDash lasers will be much smaller than passively mode-locked laser, and the quadratic dependence of the RF beat-tones can not be observed due to the frequency resolution limitation imposed by the optical wavelength conversion technique.

In conclusion, the evolution of the spectral mode coherence of a passively and actively mode-locked QDash laser over 1THz spectral bandwidth has been investigated. The RF linewidth of the passively mode-locked laser followed a quadratic evolution with respect to increasing spectral mode separation in good agreement with theory. The actively mode-locked schemes revealed consistently low RF linewidths out to the 26th frequency harmonic, or 1110.2GHz. In addition to this, field measurements were made for all three mode-locking schemes yielding sub-picosecond pulses after dispersion compensation.
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